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That’s why when the opportunity presents itself, I like to
delegate responsibility. So it’s with a sense of gratitude, I
acknowledge that when Melanie Campbell, one of the many
pinheads who was invited to speak at the Martin Luther King
anniversary shindig, compared the Supreme Court to the Ku Klux
Klan, comedy writer Argus Hamilton pointed out how wrong she
was: “The Klan are a bunch of guys in white sheets that scare
the hell out of black people, while the Court’s a bunch of
guys in black sheets that scare the hell out of white people.”
I would like to give a shout-out to the folks in Colorado
Springs who successfully recalled two liberal legislators who
helped pass gun-control legislation. There’s nothing like a
successful recall to remind politicians that they only think
they live in a money-lined cocoon.
Speaking of elections, I regret that Anthony Weiner and Eliot
Spitzer both lost their attempts to climb back aboard the
political gravy train. The voters in New York City, the same
nudnicks who elected Michael Bloomberg three times, deserve to
be embarrassed as often as possible, and what could be more
embarrassing than to be represented by a whoremonger and a
serial exhibitionist?
Well, I suppose being represented on the world’s stage by
Barack Obama and Joe Biden comes close. These mooks can barely
run a bath, let alone a country.

Imagine being in the Oval Office this long and having to boast
of ObamaCare as your greatest accomplishment. Early on, when
Nancy Pelosi was still telling us Congress would have to pass
the Affordable Care Act before we’d know what was in it, a lot
of us were already concerned about the federal government
grabbing control of one-sixth of the economy. But now that
everyone has a pretty good idea that it was conceived in a
spooky backroom and passed in a toxic dump; when the Catholic
Church, the labor unions and every major company from UPS and
IBM to Xerox and Delta, are opposed to it; Obama, Pelosi and
Reid, are still trying to tell us that this crapburger tastes
like fried chicken.
This is a health care plan that is in desperate need of a
health care plan of its own. Preferably, one that contains
death panels.
Moving on, the Navy reports that sexual assaults in the ranks
numbered 1,800 so far in 2013. Whatever happened to the notion
of swabbing decks and peeling potatoes to keep the troops
occupied?
A left-wing Italian newspaper publisher conducted an interview
with Pope Francis. Apparently His Holiness didn’t actually
claim that atheists could get into Heaven, as the story was
headlined in the socialist press. But that’s why when I first
heard about it, I recall wondering if St. Peter was shaking
his head and muttering, “Well, there goes the neighborhood.”
Having now read the interview, with all of his papal parsing,
I can see where it might have lent itself to such an
interpretation; especially if you were looking to sell
newspapers. If I had the Pontiff’s ear, I would advise him to
quit yakking on his cell phone and doing one-on-ones with
left-wing journalists. If he has too much time on his hands, I
suggest he start swabbing the floors of the Vatican and
peeling a few potatoes.

Possibly the biggest surprise of the year was watching John
Kerry morph from the sort of self-righteous dove who was so
outraged by the war in Vietnam that he tossed other people’s
medals over the fence at the Pentagon into a liberal’s version
of a hawk. That would be the sort of hawk who would demand a
military attack consisting of teensy-weensy pinpricks that
would let Bashar Assad, along with the mullahs in Iran and the
nutty dwarf in North Korea, know that America doesn’t just
stand around twiddling its thumbs when women and children are
being gassed to death.
And, finally, in case you’re still brokenhearted because Ron
Paul isn’t President Paul, you will be relieved to know he
hasn’t gone gently into the night.
Instead, he was the keynote speaker at the Fatima Center
earlier this month. In case you’ve never heard of the Center,
some people claim it’s anti-Semitic just because it’s headed
up by Father Nicholas Gruner. But, then, some people will leap
to conclusions on nothing more than his having published
articles claiming that Jews are trying to undermine the
Catholic Church on behalf of Satan and that wealthy Jews are
guilty of financially raping Russia, a nation for which Gruner
feels a great empathy. Perhaps it’s based on their mutual
hatred of Jews.
And then, of course, there’s the business about Gruner’s
denial of the Holocaust. “A question that nobody has been able
to answer for me is: how can you have six million Jews die,
and have 13 million left, when you had 13 million to start
with? I think it’s impossible. But you know I’m open-minded.
I’ll listen to somebody who can prove it otherwise.”
Clearly he’s so open-minded, his brains fell out somewhere
along the way.
As for Ron Paul, when asked for his opinion, he said the
reports were disturbing, but added that he hadn’t read them.
That, come to think of it, is exactly what he said when he

came under fire during the 2008 presidential primaries, and
was accused of regularly publishing anti-Semitic articles in
his own newsletter!
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